PRODUCTS

THE FUTURE IS TOTAL ELECTRIC

Sensor systems / Control systems / Actuators / Motors

SENSORS
Techni’s product department supply sensors and
transmitters for downhole and subsea applications
and for other harsh environments

DOWNHOLE / THROUGH
WALL SENSORS

Pressure, temperature and corrosion monitoring through all-metal
barriers

PRESSURE SENSORS

Submersible sensors from 10 to
1000 bar

HIGH TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE SENSORS

Working temperature up to 300 ºC
/572 ºF

STRAIN SENSORS

Long life strain gauges with control
system for subsea and high temperature use

DEPTH / LEVEL SENSORS

High accuracy sensor for tank
measurements in the range 1-10
bar

DISPLACEMENT SENSORS

Submersible high accuracy displacement sensors qualified to
3000 meter water depth

PROXIMITY SENSORS

Submersible proximity sensors and
switches with working pressure
range up to 500 bar

LINEAR POSITIONING
SENSORS

Retrofit precise positioning sensors especially designed for long
hydraulic and pneumatic actuators

MOTOR SENSORS

Magnetic and optical positioning
sensors for high and normal temperatures

INCLINOMETER

Highly accurate 2- and 3-axis inclinometers for use down to 3000
meter water depth

CORROSION MONITORING

Bespoke solutions for monitoring
corrosion on both sides of pressure
barriers

BESPOKE SENSORS

A range of special sensors can be
made to specifications. These will
be developed by Techni, and can
be qualified according to the clients’ needs.

CONTROL SYSTEMS
eSCM
The eSCM subsea control module is a based on a modular design and can be made to fit your exact needs regarding input,
output and controller setup.
Flexible module based control system
- Linux based real time controller
- Interfaces for “all” supplies
- Communication possibilities for multiple protocols:
- TCP /IP
- MODBUS
- OPTICAL
- CAN OPEN
- other....
- Internal memory for data storage
- Local or remote control of sensors / actuators
- Interfaces for external sensors / transmitters
- Interfaces for external actuators
- Software download possibilty

Power
Interfaces

Actuator / Controller
Interfaces
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Sensor Interfaces

Additional special functions can be:
- eHPU controller
- eEDU controller
- customer specific controller /interface
Physical attributes
- 1200 bar dry mate connectors to jumpers
- Parking spaces for wet mate connectors
- Integrated jumper interface
- Can be supplied as ROV installable
-Size: From Ø225mm x 465mm and up

eDCM
The eDCM downhole control module is a high temperature
system design and consists of a few modules which can be
made to fit your needs regarding input, output and controller
setup.
Flexible module based control system
- Linux based real time controller
- Interfaces for “all” supplies
- Communication possibilities for multiple protocols:
- TCP /IP
- MODBUS
- OPTICAL
- CAN OPEN
- other....
- Internal memory for data storage
- Local or remote control of sensors, actuators and motors
- Interfaces for external sensors / transmitters
- Interfaces for external actuators and motors
- Software download possibilty
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ACTUATORS / MOTORS
Techni supplies special actuators and other types of
motors and drives
ACTUATORS
Gear drives
Subsea qualified Rotating Override Gear (ROG) transform rotary
movement into linear movement and makes it possible to override the open/close mechanism manually on the actuators using
standard or mini class ROV. Other rotating or rotating-to-linear
gears designed and delivered on specification.

Linear actuators
All electric linear actuators for x-mas tree valves, special tools
or other specific needs. Designed for deep sea applications and
high pressure wells.

Rotary actuators
All electric rotating actuators for manifolds and other subsea valve
operation. The actuators may be installed fixed or be operated on
and by an ROV. Topside AtEx certified actuators for linear, rotary
or pump regulation action. RS-485 / Modbus, CAN bus and other
communication solutions are also available.

Subsea processing & pump drives
Motors and special drive units for pumps and other subsea processing applications are designed based on low weight / high efficiency design methods and use of own IP ensuring low noise
and maximum power delivered on drive shaft.

MOTORS
HT2
The all new HT2 (High Temperature & Torque) electric motors
have an operating temperature up to +350°C, and can be used in
downhole applications and in other harsh conditions where other
motors must give in. The HT2 motors utilize special high temperature resistant permanent magnets that open for a precise position
control as well as good torque range.

Subsea and downhole motors made to
customers specifications
- Permanent magnet motors
- DC/Brushless DC motors
- Motor Controllers

Feel free to contact Techni for custom
made units and systems.

TECHNI – CASE
ALL ELECTRIC ACTUATORS
The versatile TEDU delivers linear movement in a magnitude never seen
before from an electrical actuator. Many operations require an alternating
linear movement. This has traditionally been done with designs utilizing
space consuming crankshafts and bulky flywheels. Traditional mechanical solutions are forced to follow simple running curves. One example is
a linear sinus movement from traditional crankshafts.
The new Total Electric Drive Unit (TEDU) actuator is designed to replace
all this with its revolutionary software controlled linear actuating system,
which allows for free positioning, and free speed and force control. The
drive unit is especially suitable for driving pumps and other applications
benefitting from its power efficient dual acting design. It has an incredible space saving design with a weight that is far lighter than traditional
systems. The inherit pressure balanced design with safety systems and
double barriers makes the TEDU suitable for subsea and downhole use.
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TECHNI – SERVICES
Innovation

Production

TECHNI performs groundbreaking high tech R&D and have
several nominations and innovation achievements awarded.
The company’s approach to parallel process problem solving
is unique and make sure clients products contain that competitive edge.

TECHNI Industrial Production serves own projects and direct
external clients with production logistics, sub supply chain
management, electromechanical and electrohydraulic assembly, testing and validation. Sourcing is done worldwide, from
functions in Norway and China. We supply full EPC contracts
of sub systems and completely tested systems together with
our engineering department.

Products

Project Management

TECHNI develops and manufacture own IP as sub systems
or components in OEM supply chains. TECHNI develop and
maintain technology platforms which in turn serve as basic
building blocks for the client systems. Being early adopters and
staging technology for future implementation in the Industry is
the key driver for the product department at TECHNI.

TECHNI has completed several hundred projects and have established an effective work methodology. Creativity is a dominating factor in TECHNI, and to ensure that the creative and
the more precise tasks are done in an orderly fashion Techni
has thorough routines in accordance to ISO standards. Techni
is currently certified to ISO 9001:2008 and several 3rd party
certificates.

Engineering

Testing and Installation, lifecycle services

The engineering department is divided into specific technology
areas, where subsea, well technology, offshore and drilling are
key. The group draws on the consulting department for added
flexibility, and performs EPC work with wide technological competence.

We provide test services and rental of facilities for testing and
qualification, also on-site and for third party equipment.
Installation, modification and lifecycle services are offered as
part of the TECHNI group’s procurement and logistical service.

Consulting
TECHNI Advanced Personnel let clients and the company’s
other departments tap into the human resources pool of technological excellence. We support a wide variety of industry
sectors with managers, inspectors, engineers and operational
staff with a hands-on mentality.

TECHNI AS

Ynglingeveien 42A
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OTC 2011 Spotlight on New
Technology award winner

